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The big celebrations were cancelled at Edinburgh due to unexpected dangerous rough 

weather but you can’t cancel the clock from ticking and we were not dissuaded. We 

headed to St Ives early, before they closed the streets to vehicles. Every New Year’s 

Eve St Ives braces itself for an invasion of thousands of visitors. We heard later that 

this celebration, just a few miles from Hayle is regarded as one of the three ‘hotspot’ 

destinations in the UK.  

 

Anyway as we were going 

to St Ives we failed to see 

‘the man described in the 

rhyme who had seven 

wives, and who in turn had 

seven cats’. (the cats were 

there though) However, a 

few very loud fireworks did 

mark our Cornish ‘mother 

of a night’ in the seaside 

town. Instead of a big bang 

though, you could only call 

this countdown to 2004 a 

‘real fizzer.’  

 

St Ives nestles on the very skirt of the sea and has a bewildering maze of narrow 

alleys. Courtyards and streets are lined with terraced houses stacked like a pack of 

cards and cling to the steep hills. It would be hard to find a straight edge in St Ives. In 

the ancient fishing town every thing seems twisted and warped in order to fit in!! The 

rain came down as we squeezed the car up a narrow lane in ‘Up a long’ St Ives and 

with a good deal of juggling we parked at an impossible angle on a hill in front of the 

Methodist Manse garage. 

 

We had phoned our friends in Australia, the Browns and Duffets in far away 

Stansbury on the Yorke Peninsula. It was 9pm on New Years eve and they were 

basking in a humid evening ready to fulfil a ritual we had often enjoyed with them, 

that of wandering to the foreshore cliffs to watch the local fireworks. 

 

Rev Derek and Hilary 

Baldson with their boys, 

Daniel, 11 Jonathan 10 and 

Peter 8 treated us to a hot 

meal followed by a brief 

exploratory street tour. Before 

the final hour arrived, we 

enjoyed the warmth of the 

Manse and played “stack the 

peas” left over from tea and 

how not to play “computer 

games!!” It was 11.50 when 

 

 



we ventured out again rugged up like Eskimos. It was still raining and the street lights 

glistened on the wet road as water ran down the granite block gutters. 

 

‘Happy New Year,’ yelled a couple of characters dressed in costume as we opened the 

door to head down the street into town. By this time costumed revellers had poured 

into St Ives from all over the country. The local hoteliers were doing pretty well, but I 

noticed some shopkeepers were serving people from their front doors rather than 

risking the entry of revellers. There is just no open space for the crowd, so they pack 

into the narrow cobblestone streets.  

 

In years past they had spilled out 

on to the small beach. However 

this year the health and safety 

issue arose with the High Tide due 

at 12.03 am. This deprived the 

town of its only open space. The 

wet crowd seemed oblivious to the 

cold strong wind and rain. The 

growth of adult fancy dress has 

really taken off here everyone is 

costumed, so joining the fun for a 

moment and feeling a bit silly, I 

fixed the cardboard mask cut from 

our weetbix box earlier that day. 

In between a few photos we launched into the walking parade. Every imaginable 

character had turned out from the Sweet Chariot rugby team to cowboys and fairies!! 

Fred Flintstone, Mother Christmas, King Arthur, Bunny girls with black net stockings, 

(blue with cold) Aliens, Dalmatian hounds and Nuns.  

 

The wet streets were full of 

wet people in wet costumes 

going nowhere. Some 

sheltered in shop doorways, 

but they were still wet with 

their smudged make-up 

running everywhere. I felt 

sorry for the four real 

authentic policemen standing 

together in the rain. This was 

not a night for Her Majesty’s 

uniform of tall bobby hats and 

batons. They were wired for 

action, ready to enforce the 

new no drinking in the street ban, but where would they start to draw the line? We 

stood with the best of them and as the Countdown (4,3,2,1) burst into Old Lang Syne, 

with beaming smiles and rain dripping from our noses, we wished each other a Happy 

New Year. 

 

What on earth leads people like us to venture into this mad world of debauchery 

worse than any Vanity Fair or Mad Hatter’s Tea party? Is it curiosity, a new passion 

for adventure or is it a desire to celebrate a significant event? Perhaps we are seduced 

 

 



by the lost generations of the age who have replaced religious rituals with their own 

ritual of narcissism. I certainly remember my wilder days of hanging out lights and 

turning up the party music in search of a good time, but afterwards while packing up 

the mess I came to one of those life-changing conclusions. Things may please the 

senses for awhile, but they are transient leaving the soul hungry, thirsty and 

dissatisfied. To relive one’s childhood and to throw off a few inhibitions in a fancy 

dress suit seems harmless enough, but in these times I look for a deeper explanation. 

To me it appears our frenzied age is adrift with little ultimate purpose so that the 

change of the calendar year like life itself, has no meaning. Now we are left with a 

tradition of getting “stoned” as quickly possible. 

 

Could it be that to escape from ourselves or to unconsciously relieve the ‘nagging 

empty ache’ at the heart of life, many have adopted the ritual of diving as quickly as 

possible into oblivion by binge drinking or drugs. A report in the paper next day 

described two teenage girls sucking a bottle of vodka indicating that we had passed 

the days of innocence. Indeed something is dreadfully wrong. Under the guise of fun 

we seem to choose to self-destruct. Years ago Schaeffer entitled his book “Escape 

from Reason” and it was Muggeridge who said, ‘we were living in the twilight of a 

spent civilisation’. 

 

All of this sounds a ‘bit heavy’ for New Year’s Eve but the St Ives’s party seemed 

such a fizzer I found myself compelled to think again!! 

 

On the dot of 12.01 

the Ambulances 

backed up, opened 

their tailgates and 

began ‘operation mop 

up’. I thought that 

perhaps I should have 

joined an ambulance 

crew.!! After all Jesus 

went to parties 

because that’s where 

people were. Perhaps 

that’s reason enough 

not to stay away. Two night’s later at a Curnow re-union at Breage I recalled the night 

at St Ives and found myself in deep personal conversation about the meaning of life. It 

was the best personal encounter I have had for awhile and I waxed strong on the 

uniqueness of Jesus and the transformation that comes when He is taken seriously. 

 

The BBC ‘Soul of Britain’ survey says, 76% of people in the UK claim to have had a 

spiritual experience but they increasingly reject Institutional Christianity. To catch a 

person’s ear one needs to distance oneself from the church, a difficult thing for a 

stipended clergyman to do at a family reunion.  

 

Anyway we enjoyed the fun, frivolity, the boys from the Manse, the hospitality of our 

Cornish colleagues and especially the open fire. I concluded that when we lean on 

Christ, the heritage of His life and values, we have much more than a ritual to 

celebrate and a sound reason to wish each other a Happy New Year. 

 


